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BEST BET R3 20:03

Tiny Tayla Lt Bdl B

T: Stephen Davies
The Hound Says: This looks a tad easier then
some of her recent assignments. Can handle a
wide draw and if there is trouble inside she could
sweep around them. Each way.

NEXT BEST R1 19:20

Nat Nismo Red Fwn D

T: Tony Mason
$1.33

The Hound Says: Forget the run when run off by
another runner in the back straight when vying for
the lead here last week. Might have the pace to
cross the inside division. Yes

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 2,8 
Race 6 - 1,7,8,4 
Race 7 - 8,5,6,2 
Race 8 - 3,7,6,5 

$20 for 15.625%

R1 WELCOME TO LADBROKES GARDENS MAIDEN Maiden 515m 19:20

NAT NISMO (5) had no luck at all last time out
when run off the track by another runner when
vying for the lead midrace here last week. Meets
a very modest line up here and it looks his race.
Littermates GYPSY ARIANNA (4), OREO SMORE (7)
and LOVE ME AGAIN all have had a few chances
without showing much but this line up gives
them some hope.
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R2 BISHOP COLLINS MAIDEN Maiden 400m 19:42

TALL AND DREAMY (7) is knocking on the door
and looks well suited from a wide draw and with
a hard railer drawn inside. Big show. SCHOOL
BELL (2) and NEXT SHOUT (5) are first starters
who won't need to be stars to feature. Follow any
market support. IN A BIT (6) had no luck when
crossing to the rail on debut last week. Could be
the big improver.
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R3 MKM SIGNS 1-3 WIN 5th Grade 400m 20:03

TINY TAYLA (8) is well boxed out wide and she
looks to be down slightly in grade from her
recent outings. BLAZING GOODWIN (2) is nearing
another win and will appreciate the good draw.
Danger. RETURN AN EARN (1) is up in distance
but could pinch it if he can lead clearly. SPARKY
UNITED (6) is down in class and could spring a
surprise at value odds.
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R4 LADBROKES BLACKBOOK 1-3 WIN 5th Grade 400m 20:22

ZAMBORA CREED (8) can take a stride or two to
hit top gear but the draw should help him fly
around them. Can motor. FOR THE KIDS (1)
comes into this off a short break and will relish
the good draw. KICK ON KATE (7) will need to
bring her best jump but looks suited drawn wide.
DEADLOCK (2) will appreciate the inner draw.
Place hope at value odds.
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R5 IN MEMORY OF ARTY WILSON 4th/5th Grade 400m 20:48

Th scracting should help FAR TOO FAR (2) who
scored here in fast time here recently and will
appreciate the good draw. BLAZIN' OAKLEE (8)
might be able to sweep around them if there is
trouble inside. FIREBALL NIGHT (4) returned to
the winners list last start. Each way hope. SPEEDY
PEEBLES (6) races best at this track and might not
be badly drawn.
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R6 LISTEN TO CROWN BY CHUCK 4th/5th Grade 515m 21:03

Strong race. MISS MILA (1) is very risky at box rise
but if she jumps on terms and can hold the rail
she will be hard to beat. GARDEN PARTY (7) might
get a nice cart across early and on the bunny she
will be hard to run down. HUDSON MAGIC (8) is
well boxed out wide. GOOD PUB FEED (4) is a
reliable beginner who could cause an upset.
Don't dismiss.
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R7 SKY RACING ACTIVE MASTERS M3 400m 21:22

Tricky race with most out of form. Look for value.
NOKOSI (8) can handle a wide draw and he
should get every chance to sweep around them
early. BATTLE BORN (5) is poorly drawn but if he
can find the rail early he may be too strong late.
SWIFT CHOICE (6) might not be that badly drawn.
Value hope. I'M ONLY LITTLE (2) will appreciate
the inner draw.
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R8 BLUE GUM MEN'S SHED 1-3 WIN 5th Grade 400m 21:37

KING AUSSIE (3) looks well suited here. Comes
into this fresh and has the early pace to lead. Big
threat. SUNSHINE MIA (7) likes to be drawn wide
and if she happened to cross would be hard to
run down. TACTICAL SHOT (6) is back down to a
suitable trip and from a prefered draw. Value
hope. UNLEASH TIGER (5) has had no luck
recently. Back of exotics.
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R9 NEWCASTLE GREYHOUND TRANSPORT 1-3
WIN

5th
Grade 400m 21:56

It's all about if LOGIE MAGIC (7) is ready to go
back from a freshen up after a couple of below
par runs. Has won here in blinding time and if he
is anywhere near that form he wins this. MAGIC
ZOOPER (2) showed good early pace last start
and looks suited drawn near the rail. BEAUTY
UNLEASHED (3) is an improving type. WHAT
ABOUT PABLO (8) can place.
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R10 LADBROKES EASY FORM 5th Grade 515m 22:22

KENZIE ROBBO (4) can run fast times if he is left
alone early. Just needs that clear air to be
winning this. CARPENTER'S ARMS (7) loves racing
here and likes a wide a draw. Could sweep
around them. Logical danger. MILLY CHANA (2)
might appreciate the rise in distance. QUEEN
CAVIAR (3) could spring a surprise if she can find
the early lead.
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R11 SIRESONICE.COM.AU 5th Grade 515m 22:40

If POCKET POINT (2) can find his form of late last
year she would be winning. She is a tad down on
that form but is too good to leave out. GOING
BUSH (5) is flying over shorter distances. Big
threat if she can run the trip. STOCKTON SLAP (6)
is down in class and drawn to get a nice run
early. JACK JACK BINKS (8) likes a wide draw.
Value hope.
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R12 STEVE WHALLAND RACE IMAGES 5th Grade 400m 22:58

FLYING GODDESS (6) will appreciate a return to
this track and distance. With a lot of wide
runners drawn inside bumping she might be able
to use her pace to cross. ZIPPING AIOLOS (7)
might get a nice cart across and be hard to hold
out late. TILLY ROBBO (1) can fly but will need to
jump to avoid early trouble. SUPREME IDENTITY
(4) can place at odds
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